Feminist sees sexism in toys

The many concerns of any feminist movement in the United States were discussed by Shirley Boccaccio, an artist, writer and publisher of non-sexist children’s books, in a speech and open forum last Thursday night in Chumash Auditorium.

In her speech entitled “Sex-Role Stereotypes v. Human Liberation”, Mrs. Boccaccio outlined the aspects of a women’s socialisation that creates a dependency upon men. In noting a common protest saying, she stated that “A woman with children is just one man away from welfare.”

Beginning with the treatment of infants from birth, Boccaccio used the example of the difference in toys offered to boys and girls. She stated, “There are three interest areas in girl’s toys: housekeeping, men’s sports and fishing, all of which are directed to the outer development of the boy.”

The combination dinner-concert will be held Saturday, April 28. The price is $89.78 a plate. Following the dinner at 9 p.m., the A.S.I. Concert Committee will present the Mark-Almond concert and a popular student guitar group.

Tickets for the dinner and concert will be purchased separately or in combination. Tickets may be purchased at $86 students and $87.60 public. Tickets are on sale in the University Union Information Desk on campus. Brown’s Music Store, King and “Y,” and junior partner, Vicky West, all in San Luis Obispo.

Federer is acting head

The head acting of the Psychology Department will be Dr. Dale Federation, formerly of the University of Maryland and the University of Florida. Federation will be filling the position of the Fall quarter for Dr. Boor, head of the Psychology Department, who will be taking a sabbatical year.

Federation’s address will be at the University of Oxford in England, under Michie Argie. He will focus his attention on interpersonal interaction.

Federation said, “I feel Dale Federation is well qualified because of his experience in the University and the Department. He is the natural choice.”

“The women’s liberation movement has called the educational system into question.”

“The programming” of both sexes to their respective roles in society is one example of the “anti-sexual blackmail,” she said. “To qualify as a man or woman you must be and do certain things.”

Due to this sort of socialisation of children, she said, that a bright or ambitious woman feels the need to rule the other, 1, A policy was enacted to stop the oppression of women. Boccaccio stated that psychiatry has always stressed the need for an equal role for both sexes.

The women’s liberation movement has called itself a feminist movement, a term deeply rooted in history. The 19th century labor movement was a struggle for women’s rights and thereby led to feminism. Both groups are women’s issues.

“The women’s liberation movement has called itself a feminist movement, a term deeply rooted in history. The 19th century labor movement was a struggle for women’s rights and thereby led to feminism. Both groups are women’s issues. “Feminist sees sexism in toys”

---

STATE SYSTEM

Reagan picks trustees

The office of the Legislative Advisor in the California State University and College Student President’s Association (CSUCSPA) announced April 8 that Governor Ronald Reagan has nominated San Francisco Attorney Frank P. Adams, 84, was first appointed to the board in 1972. His past activities included President of the California Republican Assembly, an early member of “Friends of Ronald Reagan,” Delegate to the Republican National Convention in 1980, and has participated in campaigns of national, state, and local Republican candidates and in Republican fund-raising activities. His present occupation is listed as attorney at law practicing in San Francisco, California. He is presently serving as director of the Winfield Growth Funding Company, a mutual investment company, and was holding other various executive positions. Adams present position is Vice President and Director of the American Revolution, member of the Executive Committee of the Republican State Central Committee, and Treasurer of the Republican State Central Committee.

Adams, 84, was first appointed to the board in 1972. His past activities included President of the California Republican Assembly, an early member of “Friends of Ronald Reagan,” Delegate to the Republican National Convention in 1980, and has participated in campaigns of national, state, and local Republican candidates and in Republican fund-raising activities. His present occupation is listed as attorney at law practicing in San Francisco, California. He is presently serving as director of the Winfield Growth Funding Company, a mutual investment company, and was holding other various executive positions. Adams present position is Vice President and Director of the American Revolution, member of the Executive Committee of the Republican State Central Committee, and Treasurer of the Republican State Central Committee.

The career of a well-known politician in the United States was discussed by Shirley Boccaccio, an artist, writer and publisher of non-sexist children’s books, in a speech and open forum last Thursday night in Chumash Auditorium.

She went on to state that “A woman with children is just one man away from welfare.”

She continued with a discussion of the role of the church and psychiatry in the oppression of women. Boccaccio stated that psychiatry has always stressed the need for an equal role for both sexes.
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She continued with a discussion of the role of the church and psychiatry in the oppression of women. Boccaccio stated that psychiatry has always stressed the need for an equal role for both sexes.

She went on to state that “A woman with children is just one man away from welfare.”

She continued with a discussion of the role of the church and psychiatry in the oppression of women. Boccaccio stated that psychiatry has always stressed the need for an equal role for both sexes.

She went on to state that “A woman with children is just one man away from welfare.”

She ended her speech with the words, "The women’s liberation movement has called itself a feminist movement, a term deeply rooted in history. The 19th century labor movement was a struggle for women’s rights and thereby led to feminism. Both groups are women’s issues."
Old-fashioned sentiment rights unrightable wrong

RICK GOULART

"To dream the impossible dream" of reaching that "unrightable wrong" by overwhelming you with some old-fashioned sentiment and heartwarming optimism, "Man of La Mancha" has salvaged a film that is certain to move you to tears.

Produced and directed by Richard Fleischer, "Man of La Mancha" made the transition from stage to screen with an $81 million budget. It is difficult to see just where all that money went. The film lacks the luster of a big budget movie. Arthur Hiller's direction is neat and concise, gathering together some talented people in the principle roles.

Peter O'Toole, who seemed to have a force for madmen this past year having been nominated for the Best Actor Oscar for his mad role in "The Ruling Class," plays the delightfully demented Don Quixote and his sane author Cervantes. He is quite a versatile actor. You really have to dig pretty deep to find fault with an O'Toole performance. Romain Gribert does his singing in the film.

As the film opens, Cervantes the traveling dramatist and actor and his stage manager, played by James Coco, the best acting in the film, are arrested for heresy by the Spanish Inquisition. In the dungeon of the prison, Cervantes is forced into a mock trial by his fellow prisoners. They decide if he is guilty or innocent. He serves as his own defense, effectively winning them over by acting out the story of his Don Quixote with the dungeon as his stage and the prisoners his cast.

The film shifts from reality to imagination.

Quixote is aging land baron who fancies himself a knight. With his realist sidekick, Sancho Panza (also played by Coco), they roam the countryside righting wrongs, fighting that "unrightable wrong." Quixote is the epitome of idealism, seeing some good in the things that are bad.

He meets the village whore, played by Sophia Loren in one of her usual film roles, and sees in her the maiden to nourish his thoughts in defeat. Miss Loren, already very well endowed, stars in her singing debut.

"One might say Jesus was mad," someone says in looking at Quixote. The Christ-like connotations are there from the start. "I come into a world of iron to make a world of gold," Quixote says. When he sings "The Impossible Dream," the death scenes, the combat, the optimistic ballad, these completely overshadow the film's dullness with a forcefulness that life is wonderful despite its inadequacies.

"Don Quixote will never die," says Miss Loren. How very true that is.

"Man of La Mancha's" astonishing appeal is that people like to hear that all is not wrong with their world. Some look down on the schmaltz ideology of hope, but it's a wonderful feeling that will never leave us. "Man of La Mancha" is a film well, Thankfully, the idea is now preserved on film, what was always in our hearts.

Ladies' Lib:

devise force

by GREGORY FOWLER

I find myself seriously aggrieved at the extensive pusillanimity of intellectual insight displayed in the rebuttals of several students to my observations upon the nature of Women's Lib, aggrieved, but not surprised, for the idealism of those individuals are symptomatic of the general malaise that currently reigns supreme throughout liberal academia.

Their blatanly false indictment are, in their own manner, proper justifications for my viewpoints on the unsettling extremism and vindictive malice of Ladies' Lib.

I pointedly question the aggregative effect of their program when carried to its logical extreme, and the unproven necessity for such a movement. I hope to illustrate that opposition to Women's Lib is not synonymous with a larger hatred of all women; which fact should be obvious.

First, Women's Lib as I perceive it, is a deviater force in society. The conservative, feeling the subtle primping of an inner morality, derides these tendencies, which are inherent in the arguments espoused by the most vocal of the bitch-wizards; it is upon these people and their spiritual brethren that I aim my polemical bombshells over— not the women who demands, quite rightfully, equal treatment in such matters as pay, employment and salary opportunities— rather than an imagined bedroom tyranny.

The absurd tides of those exacerbating geniuses who concur-up anger and apprehension among both sexes, are to be readily dismissed and opposed. Why, second, their new sexual paradigm for Western society constitutes a frontal ethical assault upon accepted codes of human conduct and seeks to extend the boundaries of permissible behavior. Needless to say, such matters we tamper with at serious risk: a risk, I propose, not equal to any ephemeral bounty to be perhaps derived.

Which point bring me to one last area of discussion. Third, in, and let's keep it now, the American women oppressed in the fullest appreciation of the Women's Lib concept. ladies Lib are more intelligently, enter freely and depart as freely from the marketplace of society, and seek

(Continued on Page 3)
Nursing grads score in exams

Graduates of the Cuesta College Associate Degree Nursing Program received the second highest score in the state in a medical nursing, according to the annual summary of averages achieved in the State Board examinations.

The scores represent 73 California nursing programs, including two-year, three-year, and four-year schools, and are based on 3,357 graduates. Cuesta College received the fifth highest score in the state for general nursing, and was well above average in obstetric nursing, nursing for children, and psychiatric nursing. Cuesta schools ranked above the national average in each category.

In medical nursing the state average score was 33.0, the national average 31.8, and Cuesta College average 33.6.

Ladies' Lib: devolving ...

(Continued from Page 1)

Two thirds of all of Japan practice it and 900,000 U.S. families are members.

Feminist sees social sexism ...

(Continued from Page 1)

Nam Myoho Range Kyo, a phrase some have heard, must not have not. It is not the seventh course of a Chinese dinner or a foreign dirty joke but rather a phrase that roughly translates as "devotion to the universal law of cause and effect through sound." Nam Myoho Range Kyo is chanted daily by those who practice the life-philosophy of Nichiren Shoshy Buddhism.

The Cal Poly members of the NSA, Nichiren Shoshy Academy, who practice this type of Buddhism invite any interested people to attend a NSA meeting on Wednesday nights in Agriculture IIB at 7 p.m. They challenge people to come and ask questions and learn about Nichiren Shoshy Buddhism.

The total goal of NSA members is developing their own happiness by having control of their lives and making their life relate to the environment. NSA members believe that world peace can be obtained if everyone practiced and chanted the phrase. The NSA is a worldwide academy with membership all over the world. Two thirds of all of Japan practice it and 900,000 U.S. families are members.

El Corral Bookstore
POMONA IN FIRST

Baseball loses title lead

The Cal Poly Pomona Broncos, the current league leader, edged past the Mustangs this weekend by sweeping a three-game series from the University of California at Riverside. The conference leaders are 1-1-1 while the Mustangs trail at 11-4.

At California State University, Fullerton, the Mustangs won Friday's opener, 14-4, but split Saturday's doubleheader, 6-4 and 9-2.

Pitcher Mike Krukow labbed his ninth win in ten starts while fanning six batters. Krukow helped his own cause by batting in four runs, including a two-run homerun. Second baseman Dave Oliver also contributed four RBIs and shortstop Gary Knuckles chipped in with four hits and a walk.

The Mustangs scored up five runs in the sixth inning to give themselves a 6-2 advantage. A Ted Bailey single advanced Oliver to third and a base hit by Knuckles sent him across the plate. Krukow contributed a sacrifice fly to bring in Bailey. Catcher Doug Rodick was

rapped by a pitch and was driven home along with Knuckles by an Oliver three-bagger. Oliver capped the inning by scoring on a Joe Zagarino single.

In Saturday's clinching battle, Dan Martine lowered the action with a double and scored courtesy of an Oliver triple. Pete Phillips doubled Oliver across the plate and scored on a base hit by Bailey.

Hurler Rick Simpson collected his seventh victory in eight tries while pitching a four-hitter for 10 innings.

Pitcher Lee Orth was tagged with the only loss of the weekend.

Only six league confrontations remain for the Mustangs and three of them are scheduled for here Friday and Saturday (doubleheader).

Dry Cleaning - 20% off
with AJI card
just opened
brand new equipment

Ideal Laundromat
and Dry Cleaners

25c wash and 10c dry
995 Foothill
University Square

Sports

Summer basketball slate

The Summer Basketball Program sponsored by Cuesta College Community Services will offer play in an open division starting Monday June 11.

Individuals wishing to form teams or play on a team should contact head basketball coach Don Hansen at Cuesta at 944-3014 or 944-3046.

CAL POLY DRAMA COMMITTEE
THE FANTASTICKS
a musical
CAL POLY THEATER
April 25-28
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